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THE HOPI MISSION AND VISION FOR
THE FOLLOWING DECADE
Dear colleagues,
the 30-year anniversary of the day the
cornerstone of our family business story
was laid is approaching. In the beginning,
our father stood there on that greenfield site
with the mere idea and determination to build
a company that would one day surpass the
borders of Carlsbad. The very city that our
family comes from.
By the time we get to celebrate this significant
anniversary, we will be able to say that the
goal that our father made at the start of his
entrepreneurial career has been achieved to
an extent that even he likely never foresaw.
This collective is active in 6 countries, employs
thousands of people, and does business
in numerous sectors. Its past contains
monumental development intertwined not
only with many investments but primarily with
the growth of a team that took part in fulfilling
the set goals.
And it’s precisely the enlarging size of this
collective that created the moment where we
decided to evaluate our current position and
adapt our organization for future challenges.
We are quite pleased with the fact that we, at
the family and top management level, came
to an agreement on the collective’s further
development and direction.
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We formed our basic, central thoughts in our
mission and vision, which, together with an
array of other strategic decisions, make up the
company’s internal goals for the following 10
years or more.

We are beyond proud that we are able to
continuously develop the family tradition,
something we’ve done consistently over the
past 30 years. Also, all of us are completely
aware of the responsibility that comes with
that.
We wish all of you the best 2021 possible, and
we believe that it will be a positive turning
point in terms of COVID-19, both here and
around the world.
Our 2030+ mission
Via our motivated employees and the
implementation of modern technology, we
will create products and services that will be
demanded by the market, which will enable the
collective to create resources for its long-term
development, while simultaneously providing
the company with added value.
Our 2030+ vision
Our goal is to create a holding of CentralEuropean significance, dedicated to logistics,
the food processing industry, and agriculture.
We will strive to ensure that our business
partners will choose us for our high level of
customer care, our service reliability, and the
highest possible quality of our products. Our
ambition is to become a leader in the fields
where we do business.
David Piškanin & Martin Piškanin
Co-Chairmen Supervisory Board HOPI HOLDING
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HOPI IN MOTION: NOTHING CAN STOP
A COHESIVE TEAM
Positive energy, innovation, agility, teamwork,
responsibility, HOPI in motion. Upholding these
values is the goal of HOPI Holding. This previous
year tested not only us but also the values
that we hold dear. Managing a collective in six
countries without the option of travelling led
to the largest learning experience for all our
companies. We decided to face the adversity of
our fate and, instead of mourning, we became
fighters, our isolation was replaced with
teamwork. We didn’t suffer decline, rather we
saw historic growth.
During a year full of uncertainties, HOPI
historically invested its largest amount yet
(over 1 billion CZK). We purchased the German
company FIDINE, set up modern production,
and definitively entered the German market.
With the acquisition of Perfect Canteen, we
became not only the leader in premier dining but
also met a wonderful gentleman – Filip Sajler.
It’s true, last year he suffered a lot, however,
he also provided for an array of innovations,
such as online food delivery and cashless
restaurants.
Hollandia underwent modernization, increasing
its production capacity by 50% and adding a new
premier dessert to its portfolio. After several
years of loss, our new Bemagro farm became
prosperous over the course of a single year.
In the area of logistics, our RD Department
came to be, and we began using COBOTS and
automatic lines.
The company Nestlé, also known as the world’s
#1 FMCG, entrusted us with its logistics for
all of the Czech Republic and Slovakia. Thus
the most challenging logistics project in the
history of HOPI was born in terms of time and
quality requirements. The Prostějov warehouse
became not only the largest in HOPI, but mainly
a standard of the HOPI FUTURE WHS concept.
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We’re proud of the fact that during this
challenging year we were able to provide the
most aid yet to those in need, whether in the
hospital or on an individual basis. For example,

we supported St. Elizabeth’s Hospital in Prague
and ensured product support for the personnel
at Motol University Hospital, University
Hospital Trnava, University Hospital Plzeň, and
the hospital in Carlsbad. In spring, Hollandia
distributed 30,000 single-use face masks to the
members of its loyalty program.
We managed a lot and encountered a number
of historic events. Everything we accomplished
we did so thanks to the loyalty and tenacity of
the HOPI employees and the trust of our clients.
I am pleased that our people are staying with
us and retiring after almost 30 years of work,
as is the case in Hollandia. I also appreciate
the fact that we know how to grow within our
own ranks. Thanks to this advantage, Bemagro
is now led by the youngest boss in our group,
Martin Všechovský. After 4 years at HOPI, Jirka
Mlích took over the responsibility for the entire
logistics department. The track record of his
work and the efforts of the entire logistics team
resulted in the many customer awards received
by HOPI throughout this difficult year.
We are aware of our responsibility towards our
employees, clients, and invested mediums. We
believe that HOPI is now ready for another year
of growth thanks to its modern facilities and
quality team members.
Dear colleagues, dear partners,
Know that despite the adversity caused
by physical separation and the operational
difficulties associated with it, we’re looking
positively to the future. We’re also looking
forward to meeting you in person.
Thank you for your confidence.
Petr Novák
Group CEO
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NEW REINFORCEMENTS
AT HOPI HOLDING
In 2020, HOPI Holding expanded its ranks with three top-rate managers. For us, their long-term experience
has been more than beneficial so far, and they will surely help us to achieve our goals and face the
challenges that this dynamic time will likely throw at us.
David Lorenc – IT Director
Start date: 1 July 2020
For the last thirteen years, David worked in the company Geis as the IT Director for the CZ/SK/PL
regions, where he cultivated their IT competence centre and, among other things, led the development
and implementation of their new transport management SW.
He has since occupied the newly established position of IT Director at HOPI Holding, where he will
serve over teams such as IT Operations (led by Petr Pokorný), IT Development (led by Petr Kmoníček),
and IT Analysis (led by Michal Durda). He is also responsible for running central IT and providing IT
services for the subsidiary companies within the HOPI group.

Executive Board of HOPI HOLDING
Logistics

Jiří Řehák – Chief Financial Officer
Start date: 1 September 2020
For the last twelve years, Jiří worked at Fujitsu as their CFO and one of the two Managing Directors for
the region of eastern Europe (CZ/SK/PL/HU), where he was responsible for the financial agenda and
all its complexity (accounting, reporting, controlling, treasury activities, etc.) Together with the other
Managing Director, he was also fully responsible for the results achieved from every Fujitsu company
in his given region.

Foods and Agriculture

David Piškanin

Martin Piškanin

Michal Škoda

Petr Novák

Antonín Jiroušek

Richard Tintěra

(SB Co-chairman)

(Group CEO)

(SB Co-chairman)

(Group HR Director)

Jiří Řehák

David Lorenc

Jiří Mlích

Jan Hyťha

(Group CFO)

(COO Logistics)

(Group CIO)

Within the scope of the newly established position of CFO at HOPI Holding, Jiří is responsible for the
Controlling Department (led by David Gogela), the Accounting Department (led by Radek Nárožný),
and the Economics Department (led by Lukáš Nečas). Furthermore, he’s also in charge of the financial
management of HOPI CZ and the HOPI CEE Fish Hub.

(Food Production CEO)

(HOPI Farms CEO)

Jan Hyťha – Transport Director
Start date: 6 January 2020
During his 25-year logistics career at Geis-Group and Nagel-Group, Jan worked his way up from a dispatcher all the way to Director-General. By coming to HOPI, he brought all of his valuable experience in the
field of domestic and international transport (food products, FMCG, general cargo).

Filip Sajler
(PC CEO)

He stepped into his newly established position of Transport Director at HOPI Holding, where he is now
responsible for the field of transport and the development of transport products throughout the entire
HOPI group.

(COO Transport)
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VAS: WE’LL LEAVE THE TOUGH WORK
OF CO-PACKING TO THE COBOT
By “cobot” we mean the collaborative robot,
who assumed its position in the Strančice
operations in Prague this past autumn. It
ensures the palletization of final products
weighing up to 10 kg and boxed in various
packaging sizes. The quiet and safe operation
of the cobot is taken care of by a powerful
drive and control unit from Universal Robotics
- currently the most widespread supplier of
collaborative robots in the world. The company
Stimba.sk is responsible for integrating the
cobot into HOPI’s co-packing processes. It’s
with this company that HOPI also received
access to its already verified implementation
and the simultaneous option to share in the
development of other functionalities, such
as the palletization of various products via
a single cobot. Development is underway in
cooperation with the Norwegian company
On-Robot, which just so happens to be a longterm partner of Stimba.sk.
What’s that? You aren’t sure how to set up
the cobot? Actually, you do. Together with
the company UR, anyone can set up a cobot.
Located on UR’s website, you’ll find a freeaccess programming course. In a matter of
hours, a typical, more technically proficient
user can set up simple applications and put the
cobot to work.
10
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Together with Andrej Bielik of Stimba.sk., the
first programmer at HOPI was Patrik Nekut
– a process engineer from the P&G Strančice
operation, who, after having completed the
course, implemented the application for the
practical operation of HOPI. With a simple touch
of a button on the control panel, the operator
may select a production program, and that’s
all it takes to operate the cobot. The machine
is fully autonomous and functions with zero
risks of causing injury to the operator. All day
it’s job is to place finished products (boxes) on
their prepared pallets. The risk of overworking
employees, rotating shifts, safety breaks, and
ergonomic measurements have moved from
the forefront of senior staff member’s minds
who work with the cobot.
HOPI is continuously innovating, and as a
result, the volume of work and new clients
will only be bettered by the machines, our
expertise, and improved know-how, which is
all thanks to our more ‘human’ employees.
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HOPI CZECH REPUBLIC: COVID DIDN’T
STOP US, WE WERE PREPARED FOR
THE PANDEMIC
Ladies and gentlemen, dear colleagues,
I am glad I get to speak to you once more through
the HOPI Events Book 2020. I don’t think any
of us are likely to forget this year any time
soon. The year was, and still is, foundationally
influenced by the worldwide pandemic of
COVID-19. Here a situation arose that nobody
was expecting. We were thrust into a position
of requiring immediate measures and changes
made to the standard behaviour of every one of
us. And, in the end, I think we can be proud of
ourselves.
Every employee and their families joined the
fight against coronavirus
As a company, we moved forward in accordance
with our Emergency Plan in case of a pandemic.
We established a crisis team, which immediately
launched into action. Our priority was securing
PPE (personal protective equipment), especially
face masks and disinfectant. I would like to take
this opportunity and thank all our colleagues
and their families for their help in sewing
reserve face masks during the hectic first
wave of the epidemic during the spring. Over
a quite short period, we were able to secure a
sufficient number of fabric face masks for the
entire company. At the same time, we also
implemented necessary measures, such as
rotating shifts at the workplaces, increasing the
sanitation of social areas, disinfecting hands,
measuring temperatures, and introducing
a system of working from home, i.e. home
office. With great efficiency, we redirected our
business meetings to the “virtual” world of
online teleconferences.
I am glad to report that, thanks to your
cooperation and our ability to uphold the
measures mentioned above, we were successful
in securing the operation of our company, even
12
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despite the complicated situation. All of us
were aware of our broadened social obligation:
We at HOPI can never stop, as we are the ones
ensuring everyone gets the food they need.
A large ‘thank-you’ also goes to our partner
organisation in the health care field, the
company Comfort Care, with whom we
consulted regarding every safety measure we
implemented. Another measure that proved
quite effective was our securing of preventative
tests, thanks to which we were able to monitor
and mitigate the course of infection at HOPI.
Furthermore, the crisis team still holds regular
meetings and makes adjustments to our
implemented measures depending on the
current situation. For now, the illness has
yet to go on the retreat, and so we prefer to
get ourselves ready for more long months of
restrictive measures. I wholeheartedly believe
that we will manage every following wave of
the epidemic as successfully as we have up to
this point.
Not even COVID-19 could stop us from
realizing new projects
In 2020, we initiated new and important client
projects.
Our most significant project, which was marked
by its construction and preparations in 2020,
is the central warehouse we’re building in
our Distribution Centre in Prostějov for our
partner Nestlé. Under the guidance of the
Technical Department, a new warehouse took
shape in Prostějov with a capacity of up to
41,000 pallets. The operation is equipped with
modern handling and packaging technology.
While setting up these new processes, our
team of specialists developed new, innovative
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procedures, which we will soon introduce within
the other operations of our company. The VAS
operation is equipped with a simple automation
system that allows for flexible changes to be
made in assorted production. During the second
half of the year, and especially during the final
quarter of the year, we dedicated our efforts
to securing a team to run this new operation. I
would like to thank everyone for the energy they
spent on recruiting activities and training new
colleagues. I believe that we are well prepared
14
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here at the start of this important project, and
that we will ensure the services our partner
expects of us.
In the H2 warehouse, we began working
together with our client Lindt, where we
handle their central warehousing and product
distribution. A significant portion of this
arrangement also includes our VAS services,
especially in the field of preparing displays and
labelling goods. As part of a seasonal increase,
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the stored stock can reach as many as
9,000 pallets.
For our long-term client Makro, we, upon
their request, ensured consolidation
by means of storing “non-foods” and
“oversize” goods. This resulted in the
transfer of goods from our warehouses
in Prostějov, Olomouc, and the external
warehouse of H5 to DC Strančice. A
portion of the oversized goods has
recently been placed in the H1 warehouse
at DC Jažlovice.
During the second part of the year,
we were successful in expanding our
warehousing project for our client Kofola
at DC Klášterec. We will now provide
central warehousing up to as many as
7,000 pallets of mineral water from
the brand Korunní. In order to cover the
necessary capacity, this year we began
the construction of a warehouse that can
hold upwards of 5,000 pallets, which we
expect to have finished in the first quarter
of 2021.
In terms of Transport, we were successful
in the acquisition of other forwarding
clients, when we were able to expand our
transporting efforts from Slovakia to the
Czech Republic, in particular. Our project
of international transport also made
progress, and it holds great potential for
gaining new transport contracts.
I would like to thank all our colleagues
who helped in gaining and realizing all of
the above-mentioned projects. Our goal
remains to ensure a high level of service
as the fundamental prerequisite for
retaining all received contracts.
The systematic optimization of internal
processes continues on
In terms of improving internal processes,
this year we focused on two high-priority
areas.
The first area was continuing to change
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the handling process in our central
warehouses. As a company, we must
respond to the change in the ratio of
picked pallets to full pallets. The entire
supply chain is accelerated, and the
required “flow” of the handled goods
increases over time. It’s here that we
completed the reconstruction of every
warehouse at DC Prostějov by incorporate
handling via stackers. To cap it all off, this
system change also took place in our
largest refrigerated warehouse H4 at DC
Jažlovice. Reconstructing the freezing
plant proved to be a large challenge,
as every shelf had to be turned 90°.
When you take into consideration that
the mentioned changes were made
while the warehouse remained in full
operation, a large ‘thank-you’ belongs to
the operations and technical teams. Upon
making these changes, we maintained
the required level of service, and now all
of HOPI CR is ready for this new standard
of handling.
The second significant area was the
implementation
of
semi-automatic
lines for our VAS workplace. Under
the guidance of specialists from HOPI
Holding Operations, the pilot DRP link
was installed at DC Strančice. Also here
for the first time, we began utilizing the
workplace with an installed cobot for
palletizing the finished products at the end
of the line. We then implemented other
lines for the handling and preparation of
our clients’ goods. The new Nestlé project
at DC Prostějov now counts on the use of
these lines as the new standard for every
VAS workplace in the company. Our task
will be to gradually modernize our other
VAS operations, thus ensuring our ability
to compete in the future.
Throughout the entire year, we continued
work on the PROMES and FORTE
projects, which are focused on further
standardization and monitoring the
productivity of our operations. We have
set a higher standard for obtaining
internal certification, and we have already

achieved this goal in most workplaces.
Recruitment activities were successful
despite the challenging situation
Just as in the past, this year we had
to focus a lot of energy on securing
a sufficient number of workers. The
situation as a whole was made quite
difficult because of the coronavirus
epidemic and its associated restrictions,
especially for companies employing
workers from countries outside the EU.
Thanks to the efforts of our HR team and
everyone who worked on these tasks,
we were able to secure the number of
colleagues needed throughout the course
of the year. For this, we owe everyone
involved a large ‘thank-you’.
Another task we faced was providing
a new team for the starting project at
DC Prostějov. Thanks to our recruiting
activities and newly initiated cooperation
with new suppliers, we were able to
strengthen the Prostějov team according
to our design plan.
In way of closing, I would like to again
thank all our colleagues for the results
we achieved during this hectic and often
unpredictable year.
We handled it as a team, and we will
likewise handle all the new tasks waiting
for us in 2021!

Pavel Pravec
CEO HOPI CZ
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HOPI SK: EMERGING AS THE STRONGEST FROM AN
UNFAVOURABLE SITUATION
Even for us, 2020 proved to be quite
extraordinary and atypical. It took away
our ability to hold personal meetings,
yet we still managed to walk away with
many positive things. 2020 verified
our professionalism and team spirit,
transferring our management team
and a considerable portion of our
administration to the virtual world, yet
we never lost contact with the everyday
operations of our logistics operative.
We were successful in ensuring our
agreed-upon services even in some of
the most challenging situations, and
our business partners often evaluated
our performance as “benchmark work”.
We, however, are most proud of the fact
that we were able to learn so much this
year and strengthen our team. Many
companies didn’t survive in 2020 and
were forced to close their doors. Others
lived through critical moments of their
very existence. HOPI SK, on the other
hand, can safely say that it came out
of this unfavourable situation stronger
than ever before.
Having a positive atmosphere within
a team brings about good ideas. We
aren’t afraid of good ideas, rather we
implement the best of them into our
operation because we want to do things
even better. The project of changes
we used at DC Senec, which started
last year, was brought to DC Madunice
as well. This resulted in the largest
redevelopment and reconstruction of our
cold warehouse’s logistics infrastructure
to date. These construction efforts
18
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created sufficiently wide aisles for our
new handling equipment and ensured
space for the automatic reception and
expedition of goods. Our first successes
in the form of increased effectiveness
and flexibility did not take long to show.
DC Madunice is now prepared not only
to retain its leading position on the
refrigerated logistics market but to also
push itself to yet another level higher.
Despite this difficult period, we continue
to work on expanding our refrigerating
and cold storage capacities, which will
surely become a reality in the coming
years. With this progress in mind, we
will satisfy the requests of our current
and future customers, while also
strengthening our leading position in
this field.
Apart from everything new at the
warehouse, changes were also made to
the building itself. During last autumn,
a photovoltaic power plant popped up
on the roof of the warehouse, boasting
solar panels that stretch over a 4,000
m2 area. We are glad that we can take
part in reducing emissions in the air.
We believe that we will consider 2020
to be quite extraordinary for many years
to come. And that’s not just due to the
complicated situation that left its mark
on us all. We are convinced that we
will recall 2020 as the year when our
cooperation laid the foundation for the
development of small-scale distribution
in western Slovakia, and when we
expanded our network of cross-docks

with the DC in Ružomberok.
We also worked hard in the field
of safety, something we regard as
extremely important. We focus on
safety at every one of our workplaces,
departments, and in terms of our
processes. This is more than applicable
given the fact that a considerable part
of our work is performed by people,
not machines, meaning we can always
improve in this field. Which is why we
will continue working on open projects in
the following year that will help raise the
safety level of our company.
We would like to thank all our business
partners and colleagues for their
successful and inspirational work during
this unusual year. We are glad we could
celebrate our 20th anniversary with
you as well as a decidedly successful
year overall. We are looking forward to
further challenges.

Péter Vörös
CEO HOPI SK
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DESPITE A COMPLICATED YEAR, HOPI
PL CAME OUT ON TOP
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We have empowered the analytical and
production teams, followed by us broadening
our operational competencies as well as
domestic and international freight forwarding
teams. We also agreed to extend our HR and
finance departments as functional units key to
maintaining business continuity.

operations technology that provides additional
savings and continuous improvements, e.g.
automated packaging lines linked with the
conveyor system that boost P&G’s production
DRP (Display Ready Products), and the AGV
(Automated Guided Vehicle) which tested
successfully in picking processes.

Our contract with Mondelez has been
prolonged for the next 5 years, and it covers
their advanced logistics services in Poland.
As a result of this cooperation, we made the
strategic decision to transfer the central DC
to Mszczonów. A new A class+ facility will be
complete by P3, with its commencement date
set for May 2021. Thanks to the synergies we
have since achieved, we will be able to boost
the development of eHOPI’s new product line
dedicated to online stores and the service
fulfilment of eCommerce omnichannel traders.

HOPI Poland took part in a unique project as
a nominated national logistics partner of the
government strategic programme dubbed
‘#polskieszwalnie’, which is ran on behalf of
the Industrial Development Agency. Within a
particularly pressing timeframe, we organized
comprehensive logistics services that included
the collection and storage of materials
and components necessary for the urgent
production of face masks throughout Poland.
The stock of over 150 million masks was
secured in a strategic warehouse.

Acting as an innovative LSP, we are pursuing the
latest market trends by implementing modern

Robert Korczakowski
CEO HOPI PL
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THANKS TO 2020, WE ARE STRONGER,
MORE ORGANIZED, AND MORE AGILE
Every challenge is simultaneously an
opportunity for improvement. It’s from this
perspective that 2020 gave HOPI Hungary
plenty of possibilities for improvement. With
COVID-19 becoming part of our lives and
the lives of our customers, we had to further
increase our efforts in building a stable and
productive operation.
At the beginning of the year, we added
significant volume to our International
Transportation activities, making the United
Kingdom our most frequented destination.
We continued to focus on special deliveries as
well, which made sending delivery trucks to
exotic locations such as Grand Canary Island
and Cyprus our new standard.
In our Warehouse Operations, emphasis was
22
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placed on strengthening our capabilities and
developing our colleagues. Starting this year,
we implemented a full-time employee trainer
staff as well as dedicated training facilities. In
addition, the complete Quality Management
System has been reviewed, updated, and 100%
digitalized on an online platform.
In 2020, our Domestic Transport team was
also able to witness the complete renewal of
our fleet. Our colleagues are now delivering
goods with brand new Scania R450s.
Despite the challenging year, HOPI Hungary is
moving into 2021 stronger, more organized,
and more agile than ever before.
Zoltan Matisa
CEO HOPI HU
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2020 IN HOPI ROMANIA
For people all over the world, the
COVID-19 situation divided 2020 into
two parts. In the first half of the year, we
faced an unexpected volume increase in
transportation and warehousing, with
us breaking several daily performance
records. On the contrary, the second
half of the year was marked by decline,
forcing us to adapt our strategy and
workforce to keep business at HOPI
Romania standing on a firm foundation.
As in years past, we are developing
our warehousing activities in the two
key Distribution Centres in Timisoara
and Bucharest. At DC Timisoara, our
prosperous, long-term cooperation
continues with the company Procter &
Gamble, with whom we successfully
extended our contract for another
period. At DC Bucharest, we initiated the
first VAS operation for our traditional
partner Fater. In 2020, we challenged
ourselves with the key task of developing
our business in the field of transport.
We strengthened our International
Transport team and added new partners
to our usual clients.
We did not, however, focus solely on
international transport, rather we also
created a team dedicated to domestic
transport last year. We began working
on building domestic transport in April,
and by November, we brought our first
temperature-controlled
trailers
to
Romania. In 2021, we plan to expand
our fleet to at least 15 trailers. Currently,
24
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we are securing last mile distribution
in Timisoara for the BBraun company
and we are operating other lines for the
company Carrefour. Our portfolio also
contains other companies of note, such
as Kaufland, Smithfield, Transavia, ICE
DYP, and Mega Image. We believe our
number of clients will only grow in the
future.
If we were to compare this year with
its predecessor, we can safely say
our portfolio of offered services (VAS,
transport) increased and that we
managed to gain new clients, which
allowed us to support our business
results in HOPI Romania for 2020.
When speaking of our operations, we
focused on the process of systematic
improvement. Thanks to these activities,
we improved the operational productivity
in two HOPI Romania warehouses,
obtained wonderful business results,
and provided high-quality service to
our clients. In this way, we are creating
a foundation for long-term cooperation
with all our business partners as well
as a foundation for further growth. The
P&G audit, which was performed in
Timisoara in October, netted a “low risk”
score, which is the best possible grade
the Procter and Gamble DC could have
received.
Now and going forward, the area of
occupational safety is priority #1 for us
and our employees. For this reason, we
are proud of the fact that this year we

did not suffer any serious injuries and all
our operations ran smoothly.
We’re not only interested in growing
our business but also maintaining it.
Together with our partners, we are
involved in various environmentally
friendly
and
socially
responsible
projects. All the amazing things achieved
in 2020 would not have been possible if
not for the team that supported them.
This was my first year in HOPI Romania
and I was glad to see that I am part of
a hardworking team, who focuses on
the details and quality, is increasingly
dynamic, ready to take on challenges,
and prepared to adapt to changes. Now
is the time to grow, to reach yet another
level of development, and I am sure that
we can do it!
Last but not least, a big ‘thanks’ to Harry
Műller for his amazing work and the
great team he has built during the first
seven years of HOPI Romania!

Florin Posteuca
CEO HOPI RO
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HOPI5: THE YEAR 2020
TAUGHT US A LOT
2020 has been a challenging year for the
HOPI5 International Freight Forwarding
team. Not only from the perspective of daily
operations but also when you look at the
planned sales activities and team expansion.
Although, in terms of the overall HOPI5 level,
we were unable to achieve all the goals we
had set for ourselves at the end of 2019. We
shall look back on 2020 with pride, knowing
that in spite of numerous factors that were
out of our hands (most of which are linked to
COVID-19), our teams did their best to provide
the necessary solutions for our customers.
While the market was developing and
other countries were reporting doubledigit decreases in their GDP or fiscal
periods, production lockdowns were put in
place, lasting weeks, and carriers suffered
bankruptcies, which turned implementing new
customers and finding suitable and available
subcontractors into a new challenge all its
own. Everybody was forced to step out of their
comfort zone, something we did with success
by delivering more than 12,000 shipments to
their final destinations.
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We focus on development, and 2020 has
taught us to look even deeper into matters
than we had ever done before. To get ahead of
the competition, preparation, active listening,
and “everybody sales” will be key elements in
2021.
The goal of 2021 and beyond is to create
a supportive environment (with a focus on
further understanding our customers’ needs/
challenges and further capitalizing on the
available shipping data and its implementation,
with the goal to further build upon it) in
achieving our targeted goals.

ATTILA KULCSÁR
Head of International Freight Forwarding
Department
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DESPITE THE 2020 PANDEMIC, HOPI CEE FISH HUB
IS GROWING AND DEVELOPING NEW MARKETS
2020 has been a particularly difficult
year for all of us. Since the pandemic, our
wholesale partners suffered in turn with
the struggling hospitality industry.
With most people confined to their
homes, no tourists traveled to any of the
CEE countries.
The real fight was in keeping the service
level and constant product flow steady,
yet, despite complications, we were
successful!
Our network continued to function
during those difficult times, and this
is the result of the stable, logically
arranged build-up, which took place over
these past few years.
It would have been safe to expect the
worst, yet our quantity and results
exceeded our expectations!
The fish and seafood eating habits in the
CEE countries have already anchored
themselves in the everyday lives of the
people, meaning consumers rushed
to their retail stores, in-person pickup
windows, and in-house delivery services.
The need for fish and seafood in people’s
meals was present during those nonsocial days spent at home.
This is the result of years of work,
promoting the sea products for their
beneficial nutritional content, and not to
mention their great flavors and taste!
In addition, this result was achieved
thanks to our network setup and
29

commercial partners.
Hopi CEE Fish Hub VAS has seen
increases by the double digits in volume
during this difficult period, producing
a wide range of seafood products for
retailers with our partners.
The effort made by the HFH team was
considerable, and the start-up for this
extra workload was completed with a
minimal time allowance, which enabled
for the gap to be filled!
The FHF Operational team exhibited
wonderful work in coordinating these
new opportunities. Team spirit is the
keyword!
Yes, it’s true. For the second year in a
row, we were successful in orchestrating
Prague Mussel Week!
And we did so right where the pandemic
was hitting the hardest, meaning the
hospitality industry was once again able
to open its doors!
The decision to hold a second PMW
proved a difficult one, but with the PR
and Marketing team’s support, we gave
it a GO.
In total, the Enthusiasm Team, the
mussel supplier PREMIER, our logistics
partner Kotra, our wholesale partners
Makro and the Caviar Club, HFH, and
our PR team launched into this daunting
crusade!
The pandemic has given the members of
the hospitality industry more than a few

scares, however, PMW was more than
welcomed by the restaurant owners!
Once again, the result surpassed our
expectations; mussels consumed in the
last week of September outpaced 2019’s
Prague Mussel Week by far!
Considering the fact that virtually zero
tourists visited Prague at this time,
beating out last year was huge. Plus, 99%
of the consumers involved in PMW were
our countrymen!
In way of closing, I leave you with my
favorite saying: “Solutions can always be
found. However, solutions are put into
place in order to reach goals, and goals
are only reached with teamwork!”

Pierre-Manuel Boels
CEO HOPI CEE FISH HUB
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PORCE

1+1 ZDARMA
From September 21–27, 2020
you will be able to taste mussels
in Prague and you realize they
are just as tasty as fresh from the sea.

www.praguemusselweek.cz

inspired by
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Hezký večer,
Velmi rád se přidávám k poděkování, které patří celému společnému týmu HOPI & Nestlé.
Je úžasné číst Vaše reakce a vnímat, jak všichni táhnete za jeden provaz, jaká je ve Vás obrovská pozitivní
energie. Věřím Vám!

Stanislav Martínek

SUCCESSFUL OPERATIONS DURING
THE CHALLENGING YEAR OF 2020

Dear all,

Let’s take a moment to look back on 2020,
which was rather an unusual year for most
of us, full of worries and uncertainty, but also
challenges and new opportunities.

Děkuji Vám všem!

From my heart, I would like to thank all those
who worked together with us, who, despite the
difficult conditions, were able to provide our
current partners with complete, high-quality,
and non-stop service. Together with your great
work, you were able to turn HOPI into a brand
whose synonyms are quality, professionalism,
high work effort, stability, and certainty in the
eyes of our customers.
I would like to share with you the feedback we
received from our partners – they are aware of
our work effort and appreciative of it.

I would like to THANK ALL OF YOU for great result of quality audit – Satisfactory with no findings! I appreciate the effort and achievement of real improvement and maintaining high quality.
Best regards
Petr Šyc
Logistic Operations Manager CZ/SK/HU

Vážený logistický partner,
Záver roka je vhodná príležitosť k hodnoteniu uplynulého obdobia,
Ako bolo spomínané aj na našom spoločnom stretnutí v sídle spoločnosti Minit Slovakia – naša spolupráca
(Minit a HOPI SK) už niekoľko rokov dosahuje vysokú úroveň tak z hľadiska úrovne poskytovanej služby
(doprava, skladovanie, manipulácia) ako aj z hľadiska vzájomnej komunikácie a korektného vzťahu medzi
pracovníkmi na obidvoch stranách.
Prejavom úrovne našich vzťahov je obojstranná snaha o optimalizáciu nastaveného procesu, ale aj ambícia nachádzať ďalšie nové témy spolupráce – zvýšenie kapacity skladovania v období Vianočného peaku,
testovanie možností kartónovej distribúcie a niektoré ďalšie.
Týmto by som ešte raz poďakoval za doterajšiu spoluprácu,

We are proud of how we are successfully
overcoming every new situation that comes
our way, and also proud of the fact that we
significantly expanded our customer pool.
Thanks to our mutual efforts, we turned a
strenuous year into one of the most successful
in the history of HOPI!
If I may, I would like to quickly remind you of
the most momentous business events of this
year.
We extended our cooperation with a number
of significant clients: Jacobs Douwe Egberts
CZ+SK+HU, Makro CZ Nonfood, LIDL CZ Frozen,
Procter and Gamble, Terno SK FRO, and many
others.

Patrik Filistov
Vedúci logistiky
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We also initiated cooperation with other
clients and, for many of them, built new
warehouse spaces. These new warehouses
belong to companies such as Nestlé CZ and SK
(new warehouse in Prostějov with a capacity
of 40,000 pallets), Carlsbad Crown (warehouse
in Klášterec nad Ohří with 7,000 pallets),
Lindt CZ, SK, and HU (warehouse in Jažlovice
H2), and GeLiMa (warehouse in Madunice).
Aside from those already mentioned, we also
received nearly 60 more warehousing and
transport clients.
In addition, I am particularly pleased with the
customer projects at HOPI Poland related
to storage and VAS protective equipment,
totalling several hundred pallets, the
increasingly dynamic development of the
transport projects at HOPI Romania, and
the distinct growth of projects at IFD in the
forefront with HOPI Hungary.
Once again, I would like to extend a large
‘thank-you’ to you all, and I’m looking forward
to working with you further in the coming year.
I firmly believe it will be even more successful
than the last.

FOODS
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INVESTMENT, INNOVATION, AND
COMMITMENT. THAT’S 2020
IN HOLLANDIA IN A NUTSHELL.
As another year comes to a close, the time has
come to summarize everything that happened
over the past twelve months. In a lot of ways,
the year 2020 was particularly distinctive.
At Hollandia, we continued to successfully
modernize our technological units, despite the
many restrictions brought about by COVID-19,
and we did so with the support of the National
Program from the Ministry of Health. After
having invested in filling machines and robotic
palletization in previous years, this year we
were successful in getting to the very heart
of production. Replacing both the morally
and physically outdated and insufficient
pasteurization and sanitation station was
a great challenge. All the milk we process
at Hollandia (100,000 L per day) must pass
through the pasteurizer and the homogenizer.
Thus, in production, the role of this modified
technological unit is quite irreplaceable.
Modernization costing
completed in one week
38
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CZK

28

million

In order to keep Hollandia’s product flow to its
customers as open as possible, we took on a
less-than-simple task. The replacement work
required an investment of 28 million CZK and
the installation of hundreds of metres of pipes,
cables, and hoses, as well as hundreds of
control and measuring components and every
necessary technological machine. The catch,
however, was that all this work needed to be
completed in one week – including adequate
connections and operation, which we had to
get right on the first try. Only in this way was
it possible for us to produce 100% high-quality
and health-friendly products after seven days,
just as we did before.
Simultaneous to this work, it was
unconditionally necessary that we kept the
new production technology perfectly clean.
For this very reason, we constructed a modern
CIP station (Clean-In-Place). This indirect
action turned into an opportunity to increase
flexibility and to streamline, accelerate,
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HOLLANDIA

HOLLANDIA

NA
ZÁLEŽÍ
POTĚŠENÍ
simplify, and automate the station, the limits
of which we hit with every day of operation.
The new machines work with higher
efficiency and are capable of saving over 20%
of the energy of these particularly energydemanding stations. More precise measuring
and control technology will allow us to control
the entire process and finer adjustments of
each operation more sensitively, and we also
promise to increase the standardization and
efficiency of production.
Through continuous, precisely planned,
specifically targeted, and timely investments,
Hollandia is moving into the top of its category
in the diverse competition of multinational
yoghurt producers.
Premium DUO desserts and
products from the ZMRZKA line
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Despite the collapse of the hospitality industry
due to COVID-19, 2020 brought with it a
slightly higher turnover than the previous year
of 2019.
In 2021, Hollandia will commemorate the
30th anniversary of its founding (recorded
in the Business Register on the 19th of
August 1991), and we are looking forward to
thoroughly celebrating the occasion with all of
Hollandia’s fans. :0)

improved

In addition, the development of business
activities for the Hollandia brand as well as
the private products of our business partners
is moving forward, and that’s whether we’re
talking about the conventional milk or BIO

www.hollandia.cz

products from FARM Otročín in terms of HOPI
Foods. Among the new, premier Hollandia
products, we can incorporate “DUO” from the
above-mentioned line of desserts. We are also
making progress on innovating products from
the frozen line ZMRZKA, which are sure to
satisfy, as warmer days come upon us in 2021.

We wish you peaceful days during these
turbulent times.

Michal Škoda
CEO Hollandia
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FINEDINE: A NEW MEMBER
OF HOPI HOLDING
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FineDine is an exclusive producer of
delicatessens, or more specifically, their
so-called “antipasti”. Founded in Germany
in 2007 as a workshop under the name AD
Delikatessen, FineDine later grew into a
well-established company with international
influence. For FineDine, 2020 proved to be
quite the turning point: The company joined
forces with the strategic partner Hopi Holding
a.s. and moved their operations to Klášterec
nad Ohří. It’s here they built a new, modern
factory, which was created with safety and
quality working conditions for employees at
the forefront.

production took off without the present
customer base ever sensing a change in
the quality of products or offered services.
Gradually, FineDine will increase its production
capacity and also, in terms of technological
progress, enter the world of atomization.
The priority, however, will remain the same:
Product quality and implementing ingredients
of the highest quality from their suppliers, who
care about the work environment. Apart from
the international market, FineDine will now
focus on both the Czech Republic and Slovakia.
The goal for 2021 is to connect with new
customers in a truly delicious way.

In the beginning, working in this new
environment was challenging. However,
thanks to the efforts of everyone involved,

Motto at FineDine:
Temptation you just can’t resist.
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PERFECT CANTEEN SUPPLIES ENERGY
AND POSITIVE ATTITUDES BOTH IN AND
OUTSIDE THE FRONT LINES
Perfect Canteen became part of the HOPI
holding company in March. With this
acquisition, HOPI gained access to the end
customer, and Perfect Canteen gained an even
easier track to high-quality, fresh ingredients,
logistics, IT, and new technologies. Now it can
offer its customers an even more innovative
service and sustainable food quality.
Due to 2020’s unfavourable circumstances,
the Perfect Canteen team was only able to
fulfil its mission in selected operations. This
year the company worked even harder in
order to provide its guests with a gastronomic
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experience during the workweek.
In spring, the Perfect Canteen and Catering
employees joined forces in the We Help Nurses
(Pomáháme sestřičkám) project. They visited
42 hospitals all over the country, where they
supplied energy in the form of open sandwiches
and other goodies. Their main contribution,
however, was providing 13,170 health service
employees with a positive attitude. They also
helped reporters from Czech Television to keep
up their strength when regularly filling us in
with the latest news.
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EAT PERFECT: DON’T WAIT FOR YOUR
FOOD, IT’S ALREADY WAITING FOR
YOU AT HOME
Challenging
times
often
bring
new
opportunities. Since March, the office space
has been quite empty, however, the Perfect
team remained optimistic and kept their head
about them. When customers could no longer
come into the restaurant, the restaurant had
to come to the customers! Thus, within a
uniquely short amount of time, the e-shop Eat
Perfect was born.
Eat Perfect offers honest Czech and worldwide
cuisine. The concept came as a result of wanting
to ensure that people had access to quality
meals, even if they don’t have enough time for
preparing food on their own. Now, customers
could quickly quash their hunger by heating up
the ready-made frozen meals. Another option
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for customers is getting to play the role of a
chef with their entire team working around
them in the restaurant to prepare the so-called
“mise en place”. That’s a French saying, and it
relates to preparing the ingredients before you
actually cook and serve them, and in English, it
roughly translates to “everything in its place”.
This means the customer, acting as the chef,
can then enjoy preparing their food to the
fullest, before serving it to the whole family in
a matter of minutes.

www.eatperfect.cz

AGRICULTURE
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2020 AT THE OTROČÍN
AND BEMAGRO FARMS
Dear friends,
2020 was particularly special and decidedly
unforgettable. I don’t think there is anyone
among us who went unscathed by this year’s
health measures. Nevertheless, we managed
to maintain focus on our goal, despite the everchanging environment and conditions.
FARM Otročín 2020: Investing in the landscape,
infrastructure, estates, and technology
We created dozens of landscape features. We
established and repaired the chosen basins
and ponds. We recovered a number of infringed
land reclamations. We improved farm roads.
We cleared watercourses. We cleaned a lot of
grazing land of waste and overgrown woody
plants. We carved out paths and pond dams.
We built kilometres of new fences. We planted
dozens of new trees. The list really just goes on
and on.
In Beranov, we created a new place of reverence
for our colleague Mr. Jaroslav Veselý, who left
us unexpectedly last year. We planted a linden
colonnade on his favourite nature spot and
added a bench, which invites visitors to take a
moment, sit down, and reminisce. We believe
this spot will become the goal for many local
nature walkers.
We reconstructed the entire compound for
beef cattle breeding in Měchov. The hay shed
received new underpinning, a new roof, and
housing. The entire compound has been paved
with fresh asphalt, and it is newly adorned
with decorative flowerbeds. The dairy cows
now have a fresh water supply thanks to the
newly developed water well. During the winter,
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we are still planning to work on the adjacent
plots, where we will clear out the overgrown
woody plants and repair the pond waterfall
and waterways. Thus all the land surrounding
the premises will act as both a functional and
aesthetic element to the Měchov compound.
In 2020, we invested significantly in the
purchasing of land. We acquired a space
measuring nearly 170 hectares, which, in total,
made it so 75% of the land we use for farming is
our own. We are also prepared to further invest
in land in the future.
We are continuing in our efforts to fulfil the
vision for our farms by becoming the leader in
bio milk production for the whole of Europe,
which we can do thanks to our use of only
the most modern technologies. This year we
also became the subject of interest for many
television and educational news reports.
When compared with last year’s rainfall, 2020
was more than above-standard. The spring
drought was exchanged for heavy amounts
of rainwater, which had a distinctly positive
effect on the abundance of crops. For the first
time since 2015, when the period of significant
drought began, lasting up to 5 years, we did not
suffer from a lack of fodder, and we were finally
able to meet our capacity for the dairy herd. By
next year, we should be able to reach our goal of
750 heads of dairy cows.
Next year we are also expecting to make
substantial investments in the field of
mechanical engineering, both in terms of plant
and animal production. In addition, one of the
most interesting projects we’ve ever been
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involved in is waiting for us next year: The
total reconstruction of the main dairy cow
production barn in Otročín. This project
will see us sitting amongst the most
modern dairy farms in Europe.
Furthermore, we will continue in our
repairs of the workshop compound in
Otročín, where we are also preparing a
large and intriguing project.
This past year, we weren’t able to take
part in our usual social events, such as
fishing at the Borovák Pond or our farmwide hunt. We believe, however, that we
will be able to participate in even more
events in the coming years.
Even though 2020 gave us so much, it
also took away things we may never
recover. It brought with it much learning
and experiences. I’m looking forward to
the next year, and I would like to thank all
my colleagues for their persistent work
effort and enthusiasm, which make up
the very values on which our farm is built.
We are a TEAM!
Sincerely, Richard Tintěra
The Hunting
Otročín

Association

of

FARM

Allow me to introduce the hunting
association of FARM Otročín, which
is a user of the Otročín social hunting
grounds that measure 1,433 hectares
of mainly agricultural land. Farm Otročín
issues hunting permits to members of the
hunting association, who manage their
allocated sections of land according to
the operating rules. There are 23 sections
currently being managed by 26 members.
Goals and mission of our hunting
management
For us, hunting isn’t a business, and the
goal of our actions isn’t economic gain.
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We do not run “modern” hunts, rather
we focus on traditionally conservative
hunting, with respect to the values
that are part of our cultural heritage.
We minimize damages caused by sika
deer and wild swine to the agricultural
and wooded areas, and we dedicate our
time to breeding roe deer, sika deer, and
moufflon rams.
Every year we organize two hunts for
cloven-hoofed game and one duck
hunt. By the end of this year’s hunting
season, which always starts on April 1st
and lasts until the end of November, we
were successful in hunting 75 heads of
wild swine, 88 sika deer, 7 roe deer, 6
moufflon rams, 2 red deer, and 2 badgers.
By means of comparison using last year’s
numbers, we managed to hunt 103 heads
of wild swine, 99 sika deer, 11 roe deer,
10 moufflon rams, 182 ducks, and 42
foxes.
We regularly serve the hunted game
with sugar beet, fruit, grains, corn, hay,
salt, and other minerals. Here we are all
brought together by our love and respect
for nature, the forest, the animals, and
life. Our hunts are an integral part of both
the natural cycle of the environment and
Farm Otročín.
And what’s been going on at Bemagro?
We now have our first year at Bemagro
behind us, and we must admit that it had
us learning many new things. Bemagro
and Farm Otročín have a similar and
mutually fulfilling production program,
albeit that both enterprises are located in
significantly diverse regions.
In 2020, Bemagro also enjoyed a
particularly rainy year, which even
proved to be many times more plentiful
than in west Bohemia. Quite often the
rainfall restricted harvests and work in
the fields. Nevertheless, despite these

complications, the production of plantbased products for bulky cattle fodder
proved to be historic.
Over the course of nearly the entire year,
we managed to almost hit capacity at
the dairy barn and virtually double our
dairy production. During this past year,
Bemagro became the farm with the
second-highest production of bio milk in
the Czech Republic.
We implemented a number of fast, Otročínverified technological investments, which
have already contributed to improving
process effectiveness and provided for
unexpected results.
At the beginning of the year, we set a clear
and comprehensive farm-wide vision,
which we are fulfilling via our strategic
measures.
During its first year, Bemagro underwent
a relatively fundamental transformation,
not only in terms of organisation and
processes but primarily in terms of ideas
and strategy. As of this past autumn,
Bemagro has received new management
in the form of my long-time colleague
from Otročín, B.Sc. Martin Všechovský. I
wish him all the best and my fingers are
crossed that he can get together with his
colleagues and create a TEAM, as that
is the only way we can be collectively
successful at Bemegro and fulfil our
farm-wide vision.
I would like to thank all our colleagues at
Bemagro for their approach and tireless
work effort regarding the many changes
and mutual learning processes that took
place during our first year.
Richard Tintěra
CEO Farma Otročín
Martin Všechovský
CEO Bemagro
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HOPI LIFE

HOPI Whatsapp life
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TRADITIONAL HOPI TEAM BUILDING GOES
CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING ONCE MORE
More than eighty managers from five countries
made their way down to the Souš reservoir in
the Jizera Mountains, so they could overcome
both physical and mental pitfalls in two runs.
This tradition has been going on since 2014.
These senior executives meet regularly in this
informal environment, where they have the
opportunity to get to know one another better
in the middle of situations that often take
them outside their comfort zones.
Organizers, headed by Petr Novák (CEO HOPI
HOLDING), prepared the two-day programme,
which culminated in a scavenger hunt.
Participants had to prove their physicality by
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conquering 20 km of cross-country skiing
and using cold logic to solve less-than-easy
brain teasers. Communication both within the
teams and amongst one another was the pillar
for success over their final task, where all the
participants had to assemble a challenging
mosaic.
“Yes, we use TEAMWORK to stack up against
any and every challenge,” summarized Petr
Novák regarding the main goal of team
building.
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17TH HOPI CUP IN 2020
Now for the 17th time, cyclists and walking
enthusiasts gathered on the first Saturday
in September in front of the H1 warehouse
in Jažlovice. As with previous years, HOPI
employees, their family members, and
business partners thoroughly enjoyed 2020’s
traditional race.

Race results:
Children 10 and under 15 km
1.
Robin Mlích
2.
Jakub Chmela
3.
Lukáš Šťastný
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Men’s 55 km
1.
Ondřej Olšar
2.
Václav Šuser
3.
Ondřej Zima

Women’s 55 km
1.
Jan Kovařík
2.
Tereza Čechová
3.
Patricie Udlínková

Walking path 15 km
1.
Ivana Bohatá
2.
Jolana Hejzlarová
3.
Gabriela Krejčí
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The 55-kilometre cycling path underwent a few
small adjustments, something the competitors
were happy to see. The 15-kilometre walking
path stayed the same, and several younger
participants even made it to the end without
an escort. The weather was great that day, as
sunshine found its way between the occasional
clouds.
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HOPI: GOLDEN PARTNER AT EASTLOG CONGRESS 2020

HOPI: GOLDEN PARTNER AT EASTLOG
CONGRESS 2020
Now for the second time, we were named
Golden Partner at the Eastlog Congress,
which is the largest event of its kind in the
Czech Republic. This event thematically covers
the entire field of logistics, reflecting the
newest trends and supporting professional
networking.
Michal Vosyka (VAS Innovation Manager)
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represented HOPI at the podium, where he
presented the concept of how to set up an
environment to create innovation in the field
of “Value Added Services”, i.e. VAS. Our stand
offered an exposition with a cobot, which
displayed the palletization and depalletization
of packages.
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PERFECT CATERING’S CULINARY ART
DECORATED FORBES GALA EVENING
OF FAMILY BUSINESSES
Representatives from family businesses
came from all over the Czech Republic to the
Forbes Gala Evening of Family Businesses at
Grandhotel Pupp in Carlsbad, and HOPI went
along for the ride. Sharing the values of family
businesses, a sense of tradition, and unique
corporate culture – these were the key topics
that brought the audience together at the
event. By means of David and Martin Piškanin,
HOPI presented itself as a partner of the
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evening. With the assistance of the Grandhotel
Pupp’s in-house kitchen staff, our team over at
Perfect Catering prepared a fascinating menu,
which the guests could in turn assess on rating
cards. For Perfect Catering, this was their first
opportunity to put their talents out on display
after having become a member of our group
last spring.
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RECEIVING OUR
1,000TH SCANIA
HOPI received its first lorry from Scania in 1999.
“In business, partnerships are important, and I
am exceedingly happy to say that our cooperation
has served and continues to serve a great
purpose. The result is then this commemorative
1,000th lorry,” says HOPI’s founder, František
Piškanin.
As HOPI received its commemorative 1,000th
lorry, the company held a competition amongst
its drivers to see who would get to sit behind
the wheel. The decision was made between ten
current HOPI drivers who, up to that point, had
managed the vehicles in their care the best. The
pre-selection process was determined by criteria
such as a driver’s previous fuel consumption and
safety when driving.
These ten drivers then competed in five purely
practical disciplines. They had to reverse onto
a ramp, load pallets, leave, return to the ramp,
and finally unload their entire vehicle. Their
performance was then judged not only by their
final time but also by how safely they drove,
meaning the drivers could receive penalties for
not using wheel chocks, a reflexive vest or safety
shoes, or for not securing their pallets when
driving away from the ramp.
In the end, the overall winner proved to be
Olexandr Stahkov, who has worked at HOPI for
5 years. Thus he gets to sit behind the wheel
of the commemorative 1,000th lorry, which
includes a special green paint job and graphic to
memorialize this significant achievement. And
you can bet this lorry is quite recognizable from
all the other HOPI vehicles.
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AT HOPI, WE REMAIN SOCIALLY
RESPONSIBLE NO MATTER
THE SITUATION
Even during the challenging year of 2020,
we didn’t forget to support socially beneficial
activities. Thus, investments within the Holding
went mainly to construction efforts and new
companies, whereas our interior resources
helped a wide variety of organizations, whose
purpose was to help, develop, and cultivate.
Sports, education, helping others in
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burdensome life situations, and, last but not
least, health care – these are all the areas
to which HOPI Holding sent out donations in
2020, which equalled over CZK 10,000,000.

merchandising.hopiholding.eu

HOPI
WARRIOR
2021
WHO WILL BE NEXT?

WARRIORS 2020 WILL BE PUBLISHED IN 2021.
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